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Abstract

Resource discovery in a distributed environment is al-

ways a challenging issue. It is even more difficult to pro-

vide an efficient query routing mechanism while still able to

support complex query processing in a decentralised P2P

environment. This paper presents an adaptive approach to

P2P resource discovery. It separates the routing of queries

from query matching mechanism so that an effective combi-

nation could be explored. Three properties of scientific re-

search communities provide the grounding for the method:

the existence of common interest groups, the willingness to

share resources of common interests and the transitive re-

lationship in the sharing behaviour. By exploiting these

properties, search queries can be efficiently forwarded to

those who are more likely to have the answers to improve

the quality of search results and to reduce the network traf-

fic. Experimental results have provided some evidence to

confirm the efficiency of this adaptive approach.

1. Introduction

Resource discovery in a P2P environment remains a

challenging issue, despite many P2P applications have been

introduced and commercialised, such as Napster and Kazaa

[8]. The challenge is in the search for an efficient method of

routing complex queries within the decentralised environ-

ment. The current most popular resource discovery tech-

niques can only partially meet the requirements. The basic

flooding technique used in Gnutella-like systems [5] is able

to support various kind of queries but not scalable as the

population of peers of the network grows [1]. On the other

hand, the indexing method using distributed hash table is

scalable in term of query routing, but can only support ex-

act or partial keyword matching [15, 16, 20]. It fails to pro-

cess complex queries, such as those require matching the

semantic of document contents.

Resource discovery methods which based on the users’

interests have recently emerged to improve the routing of

complex queries [6, 17, 18, 19]. Instead of sending queries

blindly to every peer in the network, these methods try to

forward the queries to peers that are most likely to have the

answers. The number of fruitless attempts can then be re-

duced. However, these approaches often require a complex

network topology [17, 18] and/or clustering of peers into

groups of common interest [6]. With clustering methods,

a peer is assigned to only one particular group of common

interest. Queries about other interests will not be efficiently

routed.

However, it is common that scientists have more than one

area of interest, especially in multidisciplinary research. In

these research communities, scientists require knowledge,

expertise and resources from a number of related areas.

In this paper, an adaptive approach is introduced. It

exploits the existence of different common interest groups

in distributed research communities. Instead of clustering

peers into different groups, it allows individual peers to

specify their own views of the virtual world based on their

interests. Each peer can then adaptively learn which active

peers in the community share similar interests. This will

help the routing of queries more precisely to the peers that

are most likely to have the answers.

This adaptive approach was originally designed for

the Collaborative e-Science Architecture (CeSA) [13, 14],

which combined P2P environments with computational and

data grids using a service oriented architecture. However, it

is equally applicable for general purpose P2P resource dis-

covery.

In the next section, rationale behind the design is ex-

plained. The adaptive approach and the experiments will

then be discussed in detail in subsequent sections. Similar
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approaches will be reviewed and compared. The conclusion

at the end confirms the potential of the proposed approach

and its application. There will also be discussion about po-

tential extensions to this work.

2. Requirements from Scientific Research

Communities

The requirements for resource discovery have been

drawn from our previous work on the CeSA [13, 14]. The

CeSA is an architecture which aims to support collabora-

tions within distributed scientific communities. The CeSA

consists of two environments (grid and P2P) loosely con-

nected by Grid services [4]1. The grid environment con-

sists of ‘heavy duty’ resource providers. The P2P provides

an environment for more interactive collaborations amongst

members of the community. This is where an adaptive dis-

covery method of resources is required.

When designing an efficient algorithm for resource dis-

covery, two important factors that need to be studied are: the

kind of resources to be discovered and the characteristics of

user communities.

With regard to the resources, the types of resources that

need to be discovered in scientific communities are usu-

ally information about the availability of Grid resources,

experimental datasets, research papers or working docu-

ments. Each of these categories requires a different method

of query matching. For example, to discover information

about Grid resources, i.e. a Grid Service, a query might

look for information about service providers, input and out-

put parameters. To search for a research dataset, the infor-

mation required could be authors, time of experiment and

so on. Complex query matching techniques are required

in these cases. Therefore, a good method for resource dis-

covery needs to support different types of query matching

techniques.

Scientific research communities are dynamic and dis-

tributed. These communities consist of members from all

over the world. Scientists might develop new interests any-

time. In addition, scientists today are often undertaking

multidisciplinary research (e.g. in e-Science). Therefore,

they might participate in different interest groups at the

same time. These characteristics affect the behaviours of re-

source sharing amongst scientists within the communities.

A good resource discovery method needs to support and can

also exploit these characteristics to improve its efficiency.

In conclusion, an efficient resource discovery method for

scientific P2P environment needs to:

• be scalable, a requirement that any efficient discovery

technique needs to address

1It is equally applicable to WS-Resource Framework, which is replac-

ing Grid services [3]

• support any types of queries and query matching tech-

niques

• deal with the dynamics in P2P environments

• support different interests of scientists

3. The Adaptive Approach to P2P Resource

Discovery

A resource discovery process often involves two major

steps: ‘routing of query’ and ‘matching of query’. The goal

of the adaptive method is to provide an efficient mechanism

for routing search queries in a pure P2P environment. In-

stead of sending a query blindly to its neighbouring peers

in the network, a peer should try to send the search query

to peers that are most likely to have answers. This would

improve quality of results and also reduce unnecessary net-

work traffic. The adaptive approach implements this idea by

a learning mechanism to help a peer in learning from past

query results about interests of other peers in the environ-

ment and in detecting (and adapt to) any changes in their

interests.

As this approach separates the routing from the query

matching, the routing component can be used with any

types of queries and any query matching techniques.

3.1. Underlying Properties

The adaptive method for resource discovery in P2P en-

vironment exploits three properties which emerged from a

previous case study on the characteristics of scientific re-

search communities [13]. Property 1 provides a conceptual

model for the grouping of peers. Property 2 is the basis to

develop a learning mechanism and Property 3 underpins the

routing algorithm for queries.

Property 1: There is the existence of groups of common

interests within a research community.

In a large scientific community, collaborations usually

take place amongst groups of scientists who are working on

similar or the same topics. This is similar to the small world

concept [7, 9, 10, 11]. However, a scientist may work on a

number of related or overlapping research topics. Hence,

he/she can participate in different groups.

The following 2 properties are drawn from Property 1.

Property 2: Scientists who have a common interest often

need and share a common set of resources for that particular

interest.

Property 3: Transitive relationships about ‘interest in re-

sources’ exist in scientific research communities.



3.2. The Operations

The adaptive resource discovery method consists of three

operations: (i) describing peer interests using ontology, (ii)

recording peers with similar interests using past query re-

sults and, (iii) routing search queries. These operations are

discussed in detail in following subsections.

Describing Peer Interests. Initially, each peer in the net-

work is provided with an initial set of classification ontol-

ogy. This set of ontology is globally recognized within the

community and covers a wide range of interests that exist

in the target user community. It is similar to eBay or Ya-

hoo directory but the interests are from a scientific domain.

Using this set of ontology, a user can describe his/her peer

interests.

As an example, Fig. 1 shows a fraction of the global on-

tology that might be used to describe the e-Science domain.

Figure 1. A fraction of an intial global ontol-
ogy for e-Science community

The ontology in Fig. 1 starts with ‘e-Science’ as the gen-

eral domain. In the ‘e-Science’ domain, there are three sub

domains: ‘Biology’, ‘Chemistry’ and ‘Computing’. Simi-

larly, the ‘Biology’ domain can further classified as ‘Bio-

Chemistry’ and ‘BioInformatics’ and so on. The ontology

provided in Fig. 1 is only a very simple ontology for illustra-

tion purpose. In reality, the initial ontology should contain

much more detail.

Using the global ontology provided, individual scien-

tists start to describe their interests. If a scientist has

only a general interest in ‘Biology’, the classification can

just be ‘e-Science\Biology’. However, if the scientist

has more specific interests within ‘Biology’, for instance

‘BioInformatics’, the classification associated with the peer

should be ‘e-Science\Biology\BioInformatics’. ‘Informat-

ics’ within ‘Computing’ might also be of interest. Hence,

‘e-Science\Computing\Informatics’ is added to the peer’s

description of interest. The final description of the peer in-

terest for our example will be a subset of the initial ontology,

as illustrated in Fig. 2.

Figure 2. Description of a peer’s interests

Recording Peers with Similar Interests. This is a learn-

ing operation which takes place through out the life time

of a peer. The learning process helps the peer to update

its knowledge and to adapt itself to the environment. The

learning process is based on Property 2 described above.

For each peer, a Query History Tree (QHT) is con-

structed. The backbone of the QHT is the classification

ontology used to describe the peer’s interests. Each node

(branch or leaf) of the QHT represents a classification of a

peer’s interest. Attached to each node of the tree is a ‘peer

list’ which records the peers that have previously answered

queries on the interest represented by the node. Each entry

to a ‘peer list’ must contain enough information to identify

a peer in the network. Depending on the P2P application

used, an entry could be a peer ID or a pair of IP address

and port number. Initially, these lists are empty and will

be updated during the life time of the peer. Fig. 3 gives an

example of the QHT for the peer used in Fig. 2.

Figure 3. A query history tree of a peer

When a query is issued by a peer, a classification tag

defining the area of interests will be attached. This clas-

sification tag is a tree path from the root of the peer’s



QHT to the node that represents the interest. Follow-

ing the previous example, if a query is looking for re-

sources about ‘BioInformatics’, a classification tag ‘e-

Science\Biology\BioInformatics’ will be assigned to it.

When receiving query results, the peers with valid re-

sponses will be added into the peer list attached to the node.

The decision on whether a response is valid or not de-

pends on the implementation strategy. If full automation is

chosen, any peer answering will be added to the list. How-

ever, this method might not produce a very accurate list, as

it commonly happens that a response to a search query is

not necessarily a relevant answer to the query. If accuracy

is preferred, the validation will be left to the user. With this

approach, only peers with valid answers will be added to

the peer list of the node. For complex queries, the second

approach is preferable, in order to improve the quality of

the peer lists.

A peer list attached to each node of a QHT can also be a

priority list. The use of prioritisation strategy decides how a

peer should adapt to changes in the environment. Depend-

ing on the characteristics of the community, priority can

be given to peers that have previously provided the largest

number of valid answers or the most recent valid answer.

If ‘most recent valid answer’ is prioritised, the peer will re-

spond quicker to changes in the environment. Hence, it is

more appropriate for a fluid or newly set up group. How-

ever, in a more static environment, the use of ‘largest num-

ber of valid answers’ will provide more reliable query re-

sults.

Routing of Queries. The routing mechanism aims to

utilise the existence of common interest groups for more

effective routing. By using QHTs constructed in the previ-

ous step together with the transitive relationship of ‘interest

in resources’ amongst the peers (Property 3), a ‘network’

of peers with a common interest can be traced (Property 1).

This overlay network can be used for routing the query to

the peers most likely to provide an answer. The following

will explain the routing in detail.

Each search query is associated with a Time-To-Live

(TTL), a fan-out value (f) and a classification tag:

• TTL: the maximum number of hops that the query can

travel within the network. This value is defined by the

application.

• Fan-out value (f): the number of peers to which a peer

will forward a query message. This value is defined by

the application.

• Classification tag: the construction of classification tag

is explained in the previous subsection. It is used for

routing the query and for recording query results.

The routing process is carried out when a peer issues a

search query or when it receives a search query from an-

other peer. The knowledge contained in the QHT of the

peer is used to guide the routing of query messages to next

appropriate peers within the environment.

When issuing a query message at a peer:

• The user specifies the topic that the query message is

looking for (e.g. ‘BioInformatics’).

• A classification tag will be constructed and attached to

the query (e.g. ‘e-Science\Biology\BioInformatics’).

• The peer will then look up at the node of its QHT that

is pointed to by the classification tag and pick up from

the peer list of the node first f peers to forward the

query to.

On receiving a search query, a peer will:

• Attempt to answer the query by searching in its local

storage for relevant resources.

• If there is an answer, reply directly to the requesting

peer.

• If the query has not reached its TTL, then use the clas-

sification tag attached to the query to look up in its

QHT for the first f peers (similar to the previous case),

and forward the query to the selected peers.

A few possibilities might happen when routing search

queries:

(i) If the peer list being pointed to by the classification

tag is empty (for example, in the initial state, when peer

lists in the tree have not been populated) or the number of

peers in the peer list is fewer than f, then the following steps

will be done:

• Traverse up the tree and pick up the peers in peer lists

held by parent nodes until the requested number is met,

with the priority given to closest parents.

• If the request is still not met, forward the queries the

peers selected by the previous step and some randomly

selected neighbouring peers to have enough f peers or

as closest as possible.

(ii) If the classification tag carried by the query does not

match any node of the QHT of the local peer, then partial

mapping between the classification tag and the local peers

QHT will be used. This can happen when the current local

peer and the peer that issues the query have different inter-

ests or different description of interests. The partial map-

ping will start from the root of the tree and the root of the

classification tag. Only the matching part of the classifica-

tion tag with the QHT will be used by the local peer as if



it was the classification tag. The procedure used to select

peers to forward the query to will be exactly the same as in

the previous case. If no match is found, the query will be

forwarded to random neighbours.

(iii) To avoid forwarding a query to a peer more than

once, a loop detection technique is used. This technique re-

quires each query to keep a record of peers it has visited.

Before forwarding a query to other peers, a peer will check

the path that the query has taken so far, and will only for-

ward the query to peers not in the record. However, with the

current routing mechanism, at every hop on its way, a query

message is cloned into f copies before being forwarded to

the next set of peers. It is possible for the ‘same’ query to

arrive at a peer via more than one route taken by different

‘cloned queries’. This kind of duplication cannot be elimi-

nated by the loop detection technique.

4. Experiments

In order to test the adaptive approach, two experiments

were run with the following objectives:

• The first experiment was to evaluate the efficiency of

the adaptive resource discovery method by comparing

its performance with the basic blind (random) flooding

method.

• The second experiment was to analyse the relationship

between resource distribution of the network and the

efficiency of the adaptive method.

These experiments were conducted in a simulated condi-

tions.

4.1. Experiment 1 - Evaluating the Adaptive Ap-
proach

Two simulations were set up. One was for the blind

flooding method, and the other was for the adaptive method.

In order to compare the proposed adaptive approach with

the blind flooding method, the same fan-out value f (3) and

TTL (6) were used in each of the simulations. The same

network configuration and pattern of resource distribution

were also used in both simulations.

Network configuration: The simulated network was set

up with 10,000 peers. The network topology was randomly

generated so that every peer would be connected to at least

3 and maximum 6 neighbours.

Resource distribution: Each piece of resource was ran-

domly enumerated as an integer in range 0 to 4,999 (inclu-

sive) and was assigned to one of 500 categories, based on

its value. Each of these categories represents a topic of in-

terest. Four consecutive categories were assigned to each

peer to represent the interests of the associated scientist. In

the simulation of the adaptive method, the categories (areas

of interests) form the ontology.

Each peer was assigned with randomly five pieces of re-

sources, ranged within its assigned categories.

Measurement: The following two measurements were

taken in each of the simulations:

• Query hit rate: calculated by ‘the number of queries

that have answers’ over ‘the total number of queries

issued’ in a specified period.

• Network traffic: measured by ‘the total number of

query messages’ passed around in the network during

a specified period.

A more efficient method should produce higher hit rates

with lower network traffic.

Process: A total of 400,000 queries were generated by

all peers in the network for each of the simulations. Queries

produced by a peer were restricted within its assigned cat-

egories. After every 5000 queries, a hit rate was calculated

and recorded. Network traffic after every 5000 queries was

also recorded. In this experiment, for both methods, when

a peer found an answer for a query in its local storage, it

would stop forwarding the query.

Results: The graph in Fig. 4 shows the hit rate compar-

ison between the blind flooding method (light colour line)

and the proposed adaptive method (dark line). As seen from

the graph, the hit rate of the blind flooding method, calcu-

lated after each 5000 queries, fluctuated below 30 percent,

while, the hit rate of the adaptive method grew gradually

when the number of queries increased. After about 325,000

queries, the hit rate of the adaptive method reached 90 per-

cent. It became stable at 93 percent, after 360,000 queries

were issued.

The hit rate of the adaptive method improved dramat-

ically when the number of queries increased. This is be-

cause it took into account the characteristics of resource

distribution within the environment. At the beginning, the

hit rate of this method was roughly the same as the blind

flooding method. However, when the learning progressed,

peers accumulated more knowledge about the environment.

Therefore, search queries were forwarded to more appro-

priate destinations. The hit rate levelled when it had learned

quite enough about its environment. In the blind flooding

method, search queries were always forwarded randomly to

other peers, hence the hit rate was almost the same, no mat-

ter how many queries had been issued.

Similarly, the graph on Fig. 5 shows the number of mes-

sages passed in the network after every 5000 queries for

both cases. As expected, the number of messages needed

for every 5000 queries by the blind flooding remained

roughly the same (just over 1,800,000). In the case of using

adaptive method, the number of messages required for every



Figure 4. Hit rate comparison between the
blind flooding method and the adaptive
method

5000 queries decreased when the total number of queries in-

creased. This is easy to explain. As the hit rate increases,

fewer number of query messages would be passed on from

peer to peer.

Figure 5. Messages passed in the network
when using the flooding method and the
adaptive method

In conclusion, this experiment has shown that the adap-

tive method is more efficient than the blind flooding

method. After a certain number of queries are issued, the

learning process will help peers to adapt to its environment.

As the result, the query hit rate will increase.

4.2. Experiment 2 - Effect of Resource Distribution

In order to analyse the effect of resource distribution on

the proposed adaptive approach, a number of simulations

using this method were run using different patterns of dis-

tribution.

Network configuration: This experiment used the same

network configuration as in the previous experiment.

Resource distribution: Resources and categories were

enumerated as the same way as in the previous experiment.

The only difference was the number of resource categories

assigned to individual peers. In this experiment, several

runs of the adaptive method were performed. In each run,

peers were assigned with a different number of resource cat-

egories (2, 6 and 10).

As a contrast, random distribution of resources was also

experimented. Simulations were run on the following two

implementations of random distribution using the adaptive

method:

• The whole resource domain was classified into 500

categories as the previous simulations. However, as

peers could have any resource within the resource

range, each peer was assigned with all of these 500

categories.

• Resources in the network were treated as in one cat-

egory. All peers could have any number of resources

within resource range of 0 to 4,999.

Measurement: For each simulation, hit rate for every

5000 queries was calculated for comparison.

Process: The measurement process for each simulation

was done exactly in the same way as in the previous exper-

iment.

Results: The graph in Fig. 6 shows different hit rates

returned by simulations using different patterns of resource

distribution.

As shown on the graph, as the number of categories as-

signed to each peer increased, it took longer for the hit rate

to rise. This result concurred that the learning outcome will

be better when each peer has resources in fewer categories.

When each peer has limited amount of resources (as in this

experiment), and if the resources on each peer are spread

over so many of categories (interests), it will be harder to

learn accurately a peers interests. Therefore the learning

outcome will be less accurate. It will take longer for the

network to produce optimal query results.

The two methods of applying the adaptive approach to

a random distribution of network resources produced two

contradicting results. By classifying all resources to one

category, the query hit rate kept decreasing when the num-

ber of queries increased. Whereas in the other case, the hit

rate produced increased overtime, despite slowly. This is



Figure 6. Query hit rates of simulations on
different resource distribution configurations

because when treating the whole resource domain as one

category, the use of ‘peer-list’ for learning not only did not

help, but also encouraged a ‘group-think’ scenario which

means a smaller group of peers seem to satisfy each other’s

query, hence having very little opportunity to explore peers

outside the group. As a result, the coverage of query mes-

sages (for a query) was reduced. This scope was even

smaller than the coverage of a query routed by the blind

flooding method.

In summary, this experiment had two important out-

comes. Firstly, it has shown that resource distribution of the

network has effect on performance of the adaptive method.

Secondly, the adaptive method can also be used in a ran-

dom distribution network if resources are categorised, de-

spite the fact that previous researches have revealed that

this kind of distribution does not commonly exist in real

life [7, 9, 10, 11].

5. Related Work

At the beginning of this paper, it was mentioned that

some approaches to P2P resource discovery that based on

user interest pattern are emerging. In this section, an analy-

sis on some of these approaches was conducted.

The HyperCuP system used ontology to organise peers

into groups of similar interests using a hypercube topology

network [17, 18]. Search queries were forwarded to inter-

est groups to produce a better hit rate and reduce redundant

query messages. This approach required complex construc-

tion of the structured hypercube topology network. When

joining the network, a peer declared its interest so that the

network could put the peer into the cluster of its interest.

As P2P is a dynamic environment, a peer might change its

interest over time. Constantly updating the network would

result in high cost. Furthermore, it would be more compli-

cated if peers had more than one interest.

The small world pattern introduced by Newman [9, 10,

11] was used to develop an information dissemination algo-

rithm [6]. The basic principle of this algorithm is to build

clusters of peers of similar interests. A search query (or

a piece of information to be disseminated) is targeted to

relevant clusters, where the query is most likely to be an-

swered, to reduce network traffic and to increase query hit

rate. There are some issues need to be resolved with this

approach. Firstly, what size the cluster should be to achieve

optimal performance? If the cluster size is very large, the

quality of results will be decreased. However, if the clus-

ter size is small, some relevant information will not be re-

trieved. Secondly, in the case when a peer has more than one

interest, queries of interests other than the common interest

of cluster that the peer is assigned to will be less efficiently

distributed.

Along this line, Cohen et al. proposed an algorithm

to build associative overlays based on guild rules to route

search queries [2]. Possession rule, which grouped together

peers that shared a common data item, was proposed as a

guide rule. This approach required a traced index of peers

that participated on the rule. The use of document names

for possession rules made it unable to deal with the seman-

tic similarity of document contents. Alternatively, Sripanid-

kulchai et al. introduced an architecture in which a peer’s

view of the semantic overlay was a list of peers that had pre-

viously had answers to its queries [19]. The future queries

would be forwarded directly to peers in the list, as short-

cuts. This method is simple to implement. However, sim-

ilar to the cluster approach, the size of the list has a strong

effect on the search results. If the users have many different

interests, the hit rate will decrease.

In comparison with the above approaches, the proposed

adaptive method provides users with more flexibility. Al-

though also exploiting the small world pattern, or interest-

based locality, it does not require complex construction of

the network. Only a general classification ontology for the

domain is required at the beginning. It does also not limit

peer users to any particular cluster. The users can participate

(implicitly) in any group by declaring their interests. The al-

gorithm will adaptively locate the group. In case there are

groups with too big or small size (that might affect quality

of search results) the users can use the query history tree to

further classify the big groups or to merge the small groups

to a larger one.

6. Conclusion and Future Work

The paper has described in detail an adaptive approach

to resource discovery in a P2P environment. This adaptive



approach takes into account the characteristics of scientific

research communities in order to provide an efficient way

of routing search queries. As the routing is separated from

query matching, this adaptive approach can be used with

any types of queries and query matching techniques.

The experiments showed that this approach can signif-

icantly improve query hit rate in comparison with blind

flooding method. It can also offer users with more flexi-

bility in adjusting their preferences.

Random topology networks were used to compare the ef-

ficiency of the blind flooding and the adaptive methods and

to analyse the effect of resource distribution on the proposed

method. Future experiments can be conducted on realistic

configurations of network topology and resource distribu-

tion to get a better insight into the behaviour the adaptive

method in a real environment.

The use of ontology also poses a new challenge: the

management of ontology in a distributed and decentralised

environment. An earlier paper [12] proposed an evolution-

ary approach which allows individuals to manage (extend,

adapt and share) their own ontologies after being given an

initial one. As the community evolves and with increasing

sharing, the most common ontology may be promoted to be

used in the whole group.
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